Data Sheet

Fraud Detection

Today many of the world’s largest enterprise contact centres
are using Phoneprinting™ technology to protect customers
and detect fraud, while reducing costs and improving
customer experience.
Speik have added Pindrop Fraud Detection technology to their cloudhosted secure voice platform. Customers gain access to the world’s most
effective phone fraud detection solution whilst benefitting from the ease
in which Speik’s solutions are deployed through the UK’s leading Telcos.

Fraud Detection
Pindrop’s technology combines Phoneprinting™ with voice biometrics, or
voiceprinting, to create two entirely distinct unique prints - one that measures
device and background call audio, and another that measures the voice of the person
speaking. Together, these prints work as powerful tools for matching and tracking
fraudsters.
Appropriate access and audit controls are built into our user-friendly web-based portal ensuring that
you’re provided with easy, safe access whenever you need it.

What is Phoneprinting™?

The Phoneprint reveals:

Just like your fingerprint, your call audio has a unique
signature. Whenever you pick up the phone, your
device, your carrier, your geographic location, and
your network routing contribute very subtle audio
characteristics to your call. These traces of valuable
information are invisible to most people and it’s
important to note that, unlike your voice or your
phone number, you can’t manipulate, spoof, or
otherwise disguise them.

•

Unique Device - What is the audio
“fingerprint” of this caller’s device?

•

True Geo-Location - Where is this call really
coming from?

•

True Device Type - Is this caller using a
mobile, landline, or VoIP device to place the
call?

•

Known Fraudsters - Has this Phoneprint been
associated with previous fraud attempts?

To create a Phoneprint, Pindrop examines the
call audio and breaks it down into 147 unique
call features. This analysis is highly revealing. In
addition to allowing fraud analysts to create a
unique identifier for fraudulent calling devices,
Phoneprinting™ also determines the caller’s true
geo-location, device type, and more in real-time.

First Call, Every Call Protection

Tools for the Fraud Analyst

Unlike other solutions, Phoneprinting™ provides
universal protection for all calls within the
contact centre. This allows the contact centre
to identify unknown attackers on their very first
call, while also creating an intelligent blacklist
of known attackers, based on phone number,
phoneprint, and voiceprint.

Fraud analysts can use information from the
Phoneprint and accompanying voiceprint to
investigate fraudulent phone calls and identify
which accounts are being targeted. Phoneprints
that are very similar can even indicate
sophisticated fraud gang activity.

Risk Factor Detection
Certain geo-locations, networks, technologies,
and behaviours are strongly associated with
fraud. Phoneprinting™ identifies these risk
factors in real time.

Anomaly Detection
Phoneprinting™ allows contact centres to
compare information about a calls true geolocation, device, network, and behaviour with
information associated with the caller’s phone
number. If a Caller ID record doesn’t match the
call’s true characteristics, the call is likely to be
fraudulent.

With Pindrop, organisations are able to stop
fraud loss that originates in the contact
centre, protecting their brand and reputation.
Furthermore, when contact centres can reduce
authentication processes for low risk callers,
they shorten the average call time, leading
to reduced operations costs and improved
customer experience.
Hosted solution for Fraud Detection
Our hybrid cloud infrastructure means every
Speik solution is fully scalable, flexible and
easily adapted to the changing needs of your
business. As we are already connected to the
major carriers, integration into your existing
contact centre systems is quick and easy, with no
additional investment in on-site equipment.
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